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About This Game

Blacksmith Simulator - the game in which you will become a medieval blacksmith
The gameplay of the game is simple and you create your first weapon without problems

What will you do in the game?
- Melting ore
- Heat ingots

- Forging weapons
- Craft weapons

- Sell weapons and earn coins

Features :
-The atmosphere of the Middle Ages

-Beautiful low poly graphics
-14 different weapons

-9 types of ore
-9 types of ingots
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"News Post:
20 JULY, 2018 - SUNDER
Create topics with ideas, and soon it will appear in the game"

January 12, 2019 ... still no updates despite suggestions having been posted. Developer keeps changing his studio and profile
name like mad too, maybe he's my phantom twin?

30 minutes in and you'll have seen a good selection of the content this has to offer. Bought on sale, it's...weirdly relaxing, for
what amounts to a clicker game with no soundtrack apart from the whanging and roaring inherent to a smithy.

It does have weird bugs though, and those are probably the majority of the negative reviews. Finished items rarely but
sometimes fall through the floor. Character walking can break after picking up payment for an item, necessitating you crab walk
everywhere until quitting and reloading. Finished weapon heads sometimes fall through the anvil before you can pick them up.
Weapon heads often fall through the water tubs when you drop them in to cool them before final assembly. Picking and
choosing what to craft will let you work around the losses while still turning a profit, but it's a constant worry and irritant.

If the above bugs ever get fixed, and maybe toss in 30 or 40 achievements as a reason to climb through the rare metal smithing,
this could be a decent buy. As-is, ehhh. Maybe if you're curious and it's under a dollar?
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